
Youth Protection
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Why is it Important ?
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What is “Youth”

RI Definition

Young people involved in a Rotary Youth program up the age of 25 years either under 

or over the age of majority (the age of majority varies among Australian states and 

territories). 

Irrespective of the age of any youth, Rotary at all levels is committed to doing everything 

reasonably possible to protect all applicants and participants.
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Rotary International is committed to creating and maintaining 
the safest possible environment for all participants in Rotary 
activities. It is the duty of all Rotarians, Rotarians’ spouses, 
partners, and other volunteers to safeguard to the best of their 
ability the welfare of and to prevent the physical, sexual, or 
emotional abuse of children and young people with whom they 
come into contact.

ROTARY YOUTH PROTECTION GUIDE
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ABUSE AND HARASSMENT

The vast majority of allegations of abuse or harassment go unreported:

.

Young people tend to minimize and deny abuse, not exaggerate or 

over-report incidents.

They might not tell anyone about an assault because they are convinced 

that they’re to blame or they fear the potential consequences.

Males are less likely to report abuse because of self-blame, social 

stigma, or fears that they will not be believed or will be seen to have 

a particular sexual orientation.

In some cases, youth wait to report abuse until they are adults.

Few child abusers are identified and prosecuted.
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Sexual Abuse

• Sexual abuse refers to engaging in sexual acts with a vulnerable person or 

forcing or encouraging a vulnerable person to engage in sexual acts alone or 

with another person of any age, of the same sex or the opposite sex. 

• Additional examples of sexual abuse could include, but are not limited to: 

– non-touching offences 

– indecent exposure 

– exposing a child to sexual or pornographic material
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Sexual harassment ?

Sexual harassment refers to sexual advances, requests for sexual favours or 

verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature. 

In some cases, sexual harassment precedes sexual abuse, and is a technique 

used by sexual predators to desensitise or groom their victims. 

Is it abuse or is it harassment? 

Whether the alleged conduct amounts to sexual abuse or sexual harassment 

is not to be determined by the adult to whom allegations are made. 

After ensuring the safety of the vulnerable person, all allegations must be 

immediately reported as required by law in Australia to the police.
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Grooming

This is the process whereby a sexual predator through false expressions of 

love or kindness gradually introduces a young person or small group of 

young people to increasingly lurid sexual images, touching, etc. 

desensitising their victim(s) into acceptance of sexual acts
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Signs of Abuse or Harassment

Physical changes: Repeated pattern of injury or an accident for which the explanation does not 
make sense 

Anxiety: Reports of high levels of anxiety; obsessive compulsive patterns; fear of certain places, 
people, or activities; reluctance to be alone with a particular person; nightmares or other sleep 
problems 

Changes in eating habits or body image: Distorted body image, including or resulting in eating 
disorders 

Depression: Excessive crying, extreme mood swings, diminished self-esteem, self-mutilation, 
and suicidal gestures or attempts

Delinquency: Criminal behavior, conflict with authority, running away, academic problems, and 
drug or alcohol abuse 

Withdrawal: Difficulties at school, unwillingness to participate in extracurricular activities, 
repression, poor peer relationships, or isolation 

Aggression: Overly hostile behavior or language directed toward peers, adults, or pets 

Age-inappropriate behavior: Sexual promiscuity or graphic knowledge of sex or sexual behavior
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Do we have the right people?
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D9510 Youth Protection Policy
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DEFINITIONS

All Rotarians and non-Rotarians applying 

or nominating to assist in a youth 

program must be classified as either a

“Responsible Adult”

or

“Youth Program Volunteer”

Only those who are in a position to abuse those they 

are assisting need to be a “Youth Program Volunteer”. 

.
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1. Responsible Adult

A Responsible Adult is any adult who, in a family or group situation for 

a short period of time, is responsible for caring for a young person.

Wherever possible, it should be planned to have two or more Responsible Adults 

together with a young person at any one time or more than one young person present.

This adult will not necessarily be required to have a Working with Children check or be 

formally reference checked because the experience or contact is such that there is 

virtually no opportunity for misconduct to occur.

The person responsible for the youth/student (Parent/legal guardian) needs to be 

satisfied, in the same way a conscientious parent would be satisfied, that this adult is 

suitable for their own young son or daughter to stay or associate with for a short period 

of time when of same age in similar circumstances.

The majority of Club members would be deemed “Responsible 
Adults” but WWCC is desirable
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Child Safety Act 2016

The Working with Children Check is free if you meet the definition of a 

volunteer: A person who willingly gives their time for the common good 

without financial gain

A volunteer Working with Children Check can only be used for 

volunteering

A check is needed if the person works with children 
for more than 7 days in a year, or the child-related 
work involves an overnight excursion or activity (e.g. 
school camp), or close personal contact with children 
with disability. Child Safety Act 2016
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Working with Children Check  (WWCC)

https://screening.sa.gov.au/applications
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Working With Children Check

Situations where WWCC is required

Youth Protection Officer

Youth Programs Chair

Youth Committee Member

Working in Youth Program

Youth Program Volunteer*

More than 7 days in a year working with Youth (Child Safety Act)
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2. Youth Program Volunteer

Those participants with the following roles are defined as needing 

screening to become Youth Program Volunteers.  Such situations include 

any adult volunteer: 

driving a young person alone in a private vehicle for a period of time that might allow 

grooming or abuse to occur.  (See 8 (2) for more specific guidance.)

who supervises young people in overnight accommodation in a youth program where 

they may be alone with a young person for a period of time that may allow grooming 

or abuse to occur (i.e. home billeting or accommodation in youth programs (e.g. 

RYLA, Youth Exchange etc.).

who is the Chair of a District Youth Committee or a stand-alone club program, even 

though they may not have direct contact alone with young people (RI requirement).

who is responsible for storing documents which contain young people’s personal 

information such as medical records, even though they may not have direct contact 

alone with young people, are to be assessed as a Youth Program Volunteer.  (Required 

by most State and Territory governments).
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Youth Program Volunteer  Information and Declaration

An example of the Rotary Youth Volunteer Information and Declaration form:
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Youth Program Volunteer - Screening 

• A Declaration made by Volunteers declaring themselves to be a fit and 
proper person, to work with young people. 

• Supported by referees and agree to Rotary International requirements & 
guidelines.

• Interview applicant
• Contact 3 Referees (only one may be a Rotarian and none shall be family 

members)
• WWCC
• Send to District Youth Protection Officer

These are valid for five years (consistent with the timing for Working 

With Children Check expiry in SA, Vic, NSW; however for NT, it will 

only be valid for two years)
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Club Insurance & Compliance Declaration – 30th March
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Club Youth Protection Officer

Clubs that participate in any Youth Program shall:

▪ Appoint a Youth Protection Officer – arms length

▪ Ensure all Volunteers (as defined) are screened

▪ Provide copies of all Volunteer Declarations  to District Youth 

Protection Officer for document retention purposes

▪ Complete and return the annual Club Declaration

▪ Ensure Clubs who participate in the YEP are “Certified”

▪ Assign one meeting per year for information and training.

District Requires WWCC even though not dealing directly with Youth
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What to do in the event of an allegation?

Should a Rotarian or Club receive a complaint or an 
allegation of abuse or harassment, the specific Rotary 
International guidelines must be followed.

Sexual Abuse and Harassment Allegation Reporting 
Guidelines can be found in the D9510 Policy

Details of such allegations must be reported to the 
DIO/DYPO,  and to Rotary International within 72 
hours.
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What is Mandatory Reporting?

State or Territory Governments in the areas in which 
District 9510 operates have certain legislated 
Mandatory Reporting Requirements which imposes 
obligation upon volunteers of Youth Programs with 
participants under 18 years of age to report cases of 
suspected child abuse and neglect.•

Mandatory reporting legislation generally contains 
lists of particular occupations, mandated to report 
cases of suspected child abuse and neglect 
including volunteers = Mandatory Reporter
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REASONABLE SUSPICION

A suspicion is a state of mind.

A mandatory reporter should consider the following:

• Was the information obtained in the course of his or her

employment/volunteering.

• On the information available, does the reporter have a

suspicion that something might happen or might have

happened?

• Is it reasonable to rely upon the information which causes

him or her to have the suspicion?

The mandated reporter must form the reasonable suspicion

alone.
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REPORTING REASONABLE SUSPICION

Child Abuse Report Line (CARL) 13 14 78 (South Australia)

Child Protection Emergency Service: 13 12 78 (Victoria)

Child Protection Helpline on 132 111   (NSW)

Child Abuse Hotline on 1800 700 250  (NT)

Some States or Territories will issue fines to people for failing to report 
reasonable suspicion of abuse or neglect of a young person under 18 
(child).
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RESOURCES

▪ District 9510 Youth Protection Policy.

▪ Rotary Australia Youth Protection Policy Summary.

▪ The RI Rotary Youth Protection Guide 

▪ Rotary District 9510 Youth Exchange Guides.
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QUESTIONS


